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About This Game

Your best friend Pineapple was stolen by Big Square and taken to the top of a big deathtrap-filled tower. Climb the Big Tower,
Tiny Square...and rescue Pineapple in this precision platformer

Inspired by single-screen arcade games, Big Tower Tiny Square is one giant level broken up into large single-screen sections.
Each obstacle has been meticulously placed. Each section devilishly designed. It will take patience and skill to navigate the maze-

like tower. Precision is key to success!

This enhanced version of the popular web game includes:

Steam Leaderboards - Think you're the fastest Tiny Square? Prove it!

Checkpoints Galore - Trying to kill a few minutes? Every step of progress is saved.

Steam Achievements - over 60 achievements available!

Controller Support

Slightly Redesigned visuals

Some Necessary Level Changes
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Some Unnecessary Level Changes

A single great background music track

For a first play-through expect 1.5 -2 hours worth of love, pain, hate, and gain.

No more lists
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Title: Big Tower Tiny Square
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Publisher:
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very good game. if you get vr you have to play this game.. short. didn't get any stupid cards.. If you played the original Puzzle
Quest but thought it wasn't quite bland enough, then this game is for you!. i like this game this game simple ane funny ane free
game :D. The RIP Trilogy, along with the other Meridian4 games, are among the first games I've bought here on Steam. Most
games published by Meridian4 are 'OK' games. As far as I know none of the games are amazing but none of them are garbage
aswell. Same goes for the RIP trilogy.

The RIP Trilogy, obviously exists of three games:
-RIP
-RIP2:Strike Back
-RIP3:The Last Hero

All three games are pretty much the same; Kill all spawning enemies, Pick up powerups/weapons and level up. The only real
difference I can come up with would be the fact you controll a stationary base cannon in RIP(1), whereas in the other two games
you'll be able to walk around and in later in the game, you will be able to controll vehicles.

Gameplay is standard but fun and quite addictive. You could compare it to 'Crimsonland' which, most likely took this game as
an example. The weird thing though, while many people rate Crimsonland positively, I do not get the negative ratings about this
trilogy. It's obvious a lot more work has been involved in the RIP-Trilogy compared to Crimsonland, just look at the
screenshots.

The RIP-Trilogy is not perfect and it's not for everyone but I believe fans of the genre won't be dissapointed.

. What this isn't: HuniePop. What this is: A charming, fun quasi-lewd game (no h-patch) that is just casual, relaxing and at times
difficult (in a good way). These match-3 games with lewd titles are my cryptonite, but if I'm wrong I don't want to be right.

Video Review:
https://youtu.be/_3swtqC2UUM
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It's Mahjongg... the same one you can play with any windows install... only this one has an extra layer of gamification and
progression layered on. Graphical fidelity is pretty lacking in addition.

Unless you're really into the theme or need a game of "Guess Who?" layered over your mahjongg, it's pretty safe to say you're
fine skipping over this title.. This game is awesome! If you like shooting (and have a strong heart) I totally recommend this.
Don't get fooled by early stages that the game is slow and too easy, it does get more intense later and you WILL fight for your
life.

I really enjoy it a lot and wanted to thank the developers for making it AND fixing the bugs so quickly. I hope you guys will
make a sequel, or some DLC at least, cause I definitely want more! :D. As a dev myself, I can say with confidence that anybody
who has the drive to, at the age of 7, publish a game on Steam, has a bright future. Keep up the good work!. Its better that the
meleniumfalcon inside a vag
. Splice is a very unique puzzle game. It's basically the concept of creating a specific binary tree with special nodes and moving
smaller trees (splicing) to make a goal pattern/layout. This gameplay is very logic dependent and an intriguing concept, but the
game doesn't provide much context to your input or any form of hints system. They do offer a sort of time reversal system and a
simple undo, but some of the design decisions are questionable to me and this game could have benefited from a clearer input
tutorial.

Things I really liked about Splice: the atmosphere of the game is pretty calm and soothing with a beautiful soundtrack and very
ambient aesthetics; some of the angelic solutions (optimal moves to save as many splices as possible) are brilliantly designed; the
concepts don't overstay their welcome too much with only 7 levels per sequence and the levels can be solved fairly quickly
unless you get stumped.

Aspects that didn't click with me: minimal tutorial/context to input (a tool tip or two wouldn't hurt when a player gets stuck; just
have a setting in the menu to enable/disable hints if they are purists); unfortunately a lot of the levels feel very similar to others
and portions of the main sequence levels don't distinguish themselves particularly well; clearer menu system from the select
screen to help identify potential angelic levels would be appreciated.

I got stuck for about 10-15 minutes on around 2 or 3 levels for the main sequences, but I didn't really care to plan my moves as I
started to lose interest by that time [I was on the last series of levels]. The epilogue levels have some really neat puzzles and
patterns they want you to understand, but it started to feel a lot like Computer Science work to me near the end and it might
become too much pre planning with all the combinations for some folks.

Overall, Splice gets a Below Average Recommendation unless you're a Puzzle aficionado and for those people it would be an
Above Average Recommendation. Splice is a neat experiment that can provide a cerebral evening or short bursts of puzzle
solving split up into smaller segments over a few days. I'd just suggest keeping your Google-fu handy to get hints or some tools
nearby to draw out the various combinations.. I really love this game because it doesnt lag like fortnite and it runs in low pc and
it is a coolest game ever. i buy it and its not working. Best two hours of my life. A time that I will treasure to my grave. Yuki
gets down with me and slime. 2017 is definitely the year of quality content ;). It's a relatively easy card game after you've maxed
out your deck with Giant Golems (Gotten from the market, at the very end. They costs 110, so by the time you're in the early
20s, most if not all your cards should be these). There isn't much to the game and it is repetitive, but I found it enjoyable.

Having more descriptive achievements would be helpful, took a while for me to get Chicken Farmer (Use the wizard after
finding all three, one can be gotten from the tutorial, another from completing level 25, and the last is hidden in the Credits)..
So, I've only put in a little bit of time, but I'm having a good time and I wanted to drop a review.

First off, the painterly graphics are gorgeous. It looks great. A+.

The basics:

This is a "linear" game. Not in the level design sense, but in the sense that there are a series of quests etc that you are going to
do, and crafting recipes are doled out as you go. I'm OK with this. If you want a big open-ended survival crafting rogue-alike
experience, there are plenty of other great games to give you that.

If you want a more focused experience, Smoke & Sacrifice can really fit the bill.
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Don't worry, the world itself is a lot more open and you have some freedom about where you can go. To move things forward,
you will eventually need to move towards the signposted areas.

So, if you want a nice open world-ish hack-n-craft with exploration, try it out.

A few other thoughts:

The world is dangerous. You will run into dangerous enemies that will murder you. At night, deadly smoke comes out, so you
better have your lantern ready (and a couple of spare light bugs). Want to cross that snowy ridge? You're going to need boots.

On top of that, many ingredients go bad over time. Weapons & armor wear down after use. At the early point that I'm at, I don't
have a huge stockpile of repair items and making them would take some work.

Sometimes, I enjoy a game that doesn't cater to the player's every whim. That puts a foot down and says, "Deal with it".

The bad:

The melee combat is serviceable. It's not the best ever, but it gets the job done.

The inventory is also a bit clunky. Again, not a deal breaker. I haven't checked, but I don't think there is auto-sort either.

When your items start to go bad, they flash red. I've definitely been in the middle of a smoky night and had my lantern go out
because I didn't notice. A more prominent message that something is going to break wouldn't hurt.

Final words:

I'm looking forward to exploring this spooky dangerous world to see what new and terrifying things await.
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